
 

 

 

Week  Date Knowledge retrieval task Activity/ Help resource 

16 
Week B 

8/1/24 LCSC/ LCWC understand how to thread the sewing machine 
from the step-by-step instructions on page 2 

file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE
%20ARTS/2023-
24/TEXTILES/KO%20threading
%20a%20machine%20year7,%
208%20and%209.pdf  
 

17 
Week A 

15/1/24 LCSC/ LCWC understand how to thread the sewing machine 
from the step-by-step instructions on page 2 

file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE
%20ARTS/2023-
24/TEXTILES/KO%20threading
%20a%20machine%20year7,%
208%20and%209.pdf  
 

18 
Week B 
 

22/1/ 24 LCSC/ LCWC understand how to insert the bobbin into the 
sewing machine from the step-by-step instructions on page 2 

file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE
%20ARTS/2023-
24/TEXTILES/KO%20threading
%20a%20machine%20year7,%
208%20and%209.pdf  
 

19 
Week A 
 

29/1/24 MCQ Assessment week  

20 
Week B 
 

5/2/24 MCQ Assessment week  

21 19/2/24 LCSC/ LCWC understand how to insert the bobbin into the 
sewing machine from the step-by-step instructions on page 2 

file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE
%20ARTS/2023-
24/TEXTILES/KO%20threading

Assessment and Home learning overview                                             Year 7 Textiles 
Assessment Time  Assessment Details 

   

MCQ Test on HT2 knowledge 30 minutes You will complete a 50-question multiple choice assessment in 
class testing your knowledge on the following topics: 
 
 
 

Key online resources: 

Knowledge Organiser and Sewing Skills booklet - file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE%20ARTS/2023-
24/TEXTILES/KO%20threading%20a%20machine%20year7,%208%20and%209.pdf   
 
file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE%20ARTS/2023-24/TEXTILES/KNOWLEDGE%20ORGANISER%20TEXTILES%207.pdf   
 
Homework sheets for Term 2 - file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE%20ARTS/2023-
24/TEXTILES/HOMEWORK/Year%207%20homework%20term%202.pdf  
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%20a%20machine%20year7,%
208%20and%209.pdf   

22 
Week B 

26/02/24 LCSC/ LCWC understand how to insert the bobbin into the 
sewing machine from the step-by-step instructions on page 

file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE
%20ARTS/2023-
24/TEXTILES/KO%20threading
%20a%20machine%20year7,%
208%20and%209.pdf   
 

23 
Week A 

04/03/24 LCSC/ LCWC and learn what are natural plant/animal fibres 
and synthetic fibres 

file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE

%20ARTS/2023-

24/TEXTILES/KNOWLEDGE%20

ORGANISER%20TEXTILES%207

.pdf  

24 
Week B 

11/03/24 LCSC/ LCWC and learn what are natural plant/animal fibres 
and synthetic fibres 

file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE

%20ARTS/2023-

24/TEXTILES/KNOWLEDGE%20

ORGANISER%20TEXTILES%207

.pdf  

25 
Week A 

18/03/24 LCSC/ LCWC understand health and safety rules in the 
classroom 

file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE
%20ARTS/2023-
24/TEXTILES/KNOWLEDGE%20
ORGANISER%20TEXTILES%207
.pdf  
 

26 
Week B 

25/03/24 LCSC/ LCWC understand health and safety rules in the 
classroom 

file:///T:/SUBJECTS/CREATIVE
%20ARTS/2023-
24/TEXTILES/KNOWLEDGE%20
ORGANISER%20TEXTILES%207
.pdf   
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